Applied This Fall Produces Better Fairway Turf Next Year

Milorganite

Improves Thin Turf by inducing heavier growth. Maintains Dense Turf on good fairways.

Progressive Greenkeepers realize the importance of fertilizing fairway turf, and demand a fertilizer which sustains growth over long periods. They know thin turf becomes infested with weeds, and is difficult to improve.

Milorganite is Ideal and Economical for Fairways:

It provides a uniform and continuous supply of nitrogen over a long period.
This results in prolonged continuous growth rather than a short lived stimulated growth.
It imparts dark color to the foliage.
Is easily applied due to excellent mechanical condition.
Does not introduce weed seeds.
Will not burn or injure the turf.
Benefits extend into next year.

The assistance of our Soils and Fertilizer Experts can be obtained by addressing

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION
508 Market St. Milwaukee, Wis.